### PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

**Coordination committees: what, why and how?**
During this session we will review what is the purpose of the Coordination Committee at Level 3 airports, highlight tried and tested best practices and how they can be more inclusive.

**A spotlight on Asia-Pacific**
Join IATA in discussion on topical aviation activity in South-West Pacific and the wider Asia Pacific region. What is the state of aviation across the region? What challenges does the industry face? What does the future hold?

**Advancing slot management – technology update**
Innovative developments in slot coordination tools and technology will be shared and highlighted, alongside a demo of a new way of agile working that has been born by some of the systems providers.

**Optimizing the capacity declaration process**
Capacity declarations underpin the whole slot coordination process – hear about approaches taken to analyze and ensure regular and timely updates, how this has benefited the airport and airline users.

**Australian coordinator presentation**
Long-time Australian coordinator Petra Popovac introduces airport slot coordination in Australia. This presentation and Q&A will focus on how Australian coordination practices compare to the WASG and what airlines unfamiliar with Australian coordination should know.

**Economic Update - State of the industry**
Latest State of the Industry news and economic update for all delegates with topical discussion on evolving themes.

**Southwest Pacific airline panel discussion**
Airline representatives from across the Southwest Pacific region share their perspectives on a range of industry matters affecting international operations.
ICAO update
With the latest ICAO Assembly recently coming to conclusion, delegates will have chance to get a debrief on the outcomes, discussions and critical agreements made at this pivotal event for the industry.

Head Airline Meeting
Update on current matters within the industry for the Head Delegates of the airlines attending.

Head Delegate Meeting
Update on current matters within the industry with WWACG joining.

* The program highlights is provisional and subject to changes